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Admittance model of the manipulator.
_ F_(t) Vr,,(t)dt >__0
Condition for manipulator passivity
Fe(S)
Impedance model of the environment.
f _ Fr( t) Ve( t)dt
> 0
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Removal/insertion of a misaligned module.
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OF POOR QUALITY
Model of a "typical" actuator.
Parameter Value Units
Motor Inertia, Jm
(reflected to output side)
Motor Viscous Damping, Bm
(reflected to output side)
Harmonic Drive Stiffness, Ks
Load Viscous Damping, B1
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Frequency, Hz
Minimum total energy delivered to the system over 1 second for a 1 N-m
amplitude sinusoid disturbance torque (100 Hz bandwidth torque loop, 100 Hz
bandwidth sensor dynamics, 1000Hz bandwidth amplifier dynamics, 200 Hz











Nyquist diagram of the admittance resp.onse for the PDposition-controlled
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Nyquist diagram of the admittance response above 50 Hz for the PD position-
controlled-actuator (sampling and ZOH modeled by time delay of tialf the
sampling period).
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Generalized Actuator Control Block Diagram.
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Achieved (solid line) and target (dashed line) admittance responses for example H_ design using
KI(S).
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